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Joint Group
Will Confer
On Policies

Orono, Maine, October 18, 1951

Press Lawyer

President Invites
Leaders To Camp

I

Number

Maine Press
Is Ready For
Campus Visit,

Nieman Fellow

Hal Boyle's Talk
Will Be On Korea

BY DICK SCHURMAN

Faculty Committee
Sets Up Program

BY DOUG KNEELAND

Members of the General Student Senate and academic and
administrative deans will meet
with President Hauck at his camp
near Beech Hill Pond on Oct. 21
to exchange student, faculty, and
administrative view-points on student conditions and problems.

I New Rules
On Absences
Established
BY BILL MATSON

"Our Stake in Korea" will be
Hal Boyle's topic when he opens
a newspaper forum in the Louis
Oakes room at 2 p.m. on Friday.

A new declaration of policy on
absences was adopted this week
by the University faculty.
The action took the form of a
vote of approval, given last Monday, for a committee report which
originated last spring.

The Associated Press war correspondent will be one of five speakers
representing a wide range of journalistic interests.
Under the chairmanship of Prof.
Designated "The First Leadership
Himy B. Kirshen, the committee first
The program is a feature of Maine
Conference," the all-day program will
HAROLD L. CROSS
made its recommendations at a meetNewspaper Day, which annually
be divided into two informal sessions,
DWIGHT SARGENT
ing last March. Since then the combrings the state's editors and pubmorning and afternoon.
mittee has listened to various prolishers to the campus. Student memThe Leadership Conference Composals in an effort to present a probers of the Press Club and of the
mittee, headed by chairman Harry
gram that would conform to the
Maine Campus staff will play host to
Henderson, has prepared a list of curwishes of students as well as faculty
the
visitors.
rent problems that will be discussed
members.
President To Extend Welcome
at the meeting.
Prof. Kirshen said that the proPresident Arthur A. Hauck will
On The Morning's Agenda
gram
would probably be inaugurated
extend
the University's welcome at a
The general topic of discussion for
in the spring semester.
luncheon
in
Estabrooke Hall.
the morning session is "Student AcBy STAN FERGUSON
Good news for the football fans who Tvio Major Changes Made
Harold L. Cross, newspaper lawyer
tivities." Subtopics under this headwere unable to purchase hotdogs and
The rules would effect two major
Registration for the two-year course who is conducting the survey
ing include: (1) Are student activities
of
integrated enough? (2) Are the vari- in agriculture at the University will "access to public records" for the coffee at the Vermont game came from changes with regard to authorized
ous honorary societies fulfilling their take place on Oct. 22. Classes will American Society of Newspaper Edi- Harold L. Bruce, manager of the Uni- absences. The first change applies to
responsibilities to the University? (3) begin on the same day according to tors, will speak in the Friday after- versity Store Company, this week. the so-called "24-hour rule." HenceIs the student government program Associate Dean of Agriculture, Win- noon session on "Suppression of "We'll have plenty of hotdogs next forth, students need authorization only
News." Long a professor in the time," Bruce said, "and coffee, too, if in case they miss the last scheduled
achieving its goal? (4) What is the throp Libby.
There are five major fields in which Graduate School of Journalism
class before a holiday or the first
responsibility of the student to the
at it is a cold day."
students
scheduled
may
class after the holiday.
enroll:
dairy
Columbia
farming.
University?
Both refreshment stands were out of
University, Mr. Cross is a
farm mechanics, fruit and vegetable former associate dean of that
The
second
hotdogs
deviation is that, under
five minutes after the halfschool.
The afternoon session will be devotgrowing, potato farming, and poultry
normal
circumsta
time
period
nces, an authorized
began.
Dwight
Bruce
blamed the
Sargent, chief editorial
ed to problems under the general headfarming.
writer of the Portland Press Herald, unusually large first-game attendance absence is required only when exing of "Student-Faculty Relations."
The courses are designed to fit first Maine
aminations, laboratory work, or class
The main problem of this kind is to
newspaperman to win a and the size of the frankfurters.
everyday practicable and profitable Nieman
reports
are involved.
"We
ordinarily
sell about 35 pounds
Fellowship at Harvard, will
establish better acquaintance between
farming.
of
hotdogs
at
discuss
the
first
A
game
minor
"Creative
of
change reads, "Whenever
the seastudent,and faculty. That will involve
News Handling."
"Young men and women who want
son," Bruce said.
a student's absences impair the quality
more meetings to work out mutual
Other Speakers And Topics
to make their living in agriculture
"We had 65 pounds out there for the of his work, the instructor shall reproblems.
As reported in previous issues of
can secure practical scientific training
Vermont game, but they were large port this fact to the student's dean."
Subcommittees Are Named
the
Campus, the other speakers will
through the two-year course," said
dogs which, of course, means they ran Action Left To The Dean
At its second biweekly meeting, the Dean Libby, who is the
director of be Bennett H. Fishier, editor and fewer to the pound. We have the regThe importance of this item would
General Student Senate elected stu- the program.
publisher of the Ridgewood (N. J.),
ular size dog in stock now. There will depend, of course,
on what, if any,
dent subcommittees. Names had been
"The latest agricultural methods Herald-News and other papers, and be enough for everyone
Saturday."
action might be expected from the
suggested by the temporary nominat- and techniques will be studied and
Russell
F.
Anderson
,
foreign
editorial
put
Bruce added that the stands would dean, a point not
covered by the
ing committee.
into practice," he added. "The pro- director of McGraw-Hill.
have 100 pounds of dogs (700 to 800 report.
Appointments were: Calendar Com- gram is planned for younger practic(Continued on Page Two)
sandwiches) available.
The introductory items of the promittee, William Hall, Faith Taylor, ing farmers, for those who want to
gram reflect no change from the
and Paul Choiniere: Permanent Nomi- work in the field of agriculture, and
present rules. Students would be exnating Committee, Janice Boyce, for those already established in the
pected to attend every class meeting.
Jeanne Frye, Howard Foley, William field but who desire to improve their
and instructors would be responsible
Hirst. Sewall Hobson, Helena Mehl- methods and technique with an eye NEWSPAPER PROGRA
M
"The Di-appearing Foreign Cor- each week for reporting absences
horn, Jeanette Pratt, William Wyer, to greater production and profits." FRIDAY'. OCT. 19
to
resnondent." Russell F. Anderson. the Registrar.
and Donald Steven: Freshman HandDean Libby stressed the point that 11:00 a.m.—Registration desk
Editor of McGraw-Hill World
book Committee, Frances Dion, Rich- young women are eligible for the twoThe underlying motives behind the
opens in main lobby of Library.
News.
ard Schurman, Vaughn Martin, Jr.. year program, too. Two years of 11:00 a.m.—To
entire program are (1) to free the
ur of campus.
"Our Community Press," Bennett
Margaret Hanson, and Fred Breslin: high school work is the minimum
student from searching for his advisor
Exhibits:
H. Fishier. Editor and Publisher
New Organizations Committee. Ger- academic requirement. However, it
in order to get an authorized excuse
Library—Prize-winning Photoof Ridgewood (N.J.) Heraldald Cope. Harry Henderson, and Flea- is important and helpful to the indiand (2) to place more responsibility
graphs from Associated Press
News and Other Newspapers.
n 7.cliner.
vidual to have completed four years
and discretion upon the shoulders of
Newspapers of New England,
"Handling News Creatively,"
of high school, the dean said.
(Contifuted on Page Pigs)
1951: also, Historic First Pages
Dwight Sargent, Chief Editorial
The two-year program has been
from the New York Times.
Writer, Portland Press Herald.
shortened this year. It will admit twoFernald Hall—Weekly News"News Suppression," Harold L.
year agriculture students after the fall
papers of Maine.
Cross, Newspaper Lawyer and
harvest on Oct. 22, and will terminate
University Press—Print Shop.
Journalism Educator. Now SurHarriet Johnson, senior resident of on May 3. This will enable the stuCarnegie Hall—Annual Exhibit
veying Information Barriers for
West Hall. reports that the men are dents to return to their homes and
of Boston Printmakers Society.
,laj•,r General Charles G. Hemlick,
American Society of Newspaper
wasting a nickel as well as the recep- farms in time for the spring planting.
Stevens Hall. South (ProjecCommanding Officer of the New EngEditors.
Applications for admission to the
tionist's time when they call the womtion Room)—"Police Reporter," SATURDAY. OCT. 20
land Sub Area of the United States
program will be accepted until the
en's dorms during meal hours.
Ohio State University Film.
Army, will he at the University for
10:00 a.m.— Room 3, Fernald
Miss Johnson urges that the men day of registration. A large enroll- 12:45 p.m.—Estabrooke Hall.—
a brief inspection of the R.O.T.C. deHall—Shop Talk.
ment is expected.
Luncheon.
refrain from calling at these times.
tachment Tuesday, Oct. 23, accordInformal Gathering of Speakers
Intmducti
on of Guests: President
Monday-Thursday: luncheon, 12and Visiting Editors and Publish- ing to 1st i.t. John D. Furkey. Public
More than 350 copies of the 1952
Arthur A. Hauck.
Information Officer of the Military
ers.
12:30 ; dinner. 6-6:30.
Prism which have been paid for gre 2:00 p.m.—I.ouis Oakes Room,
Department.
Legal
Problem
s—Mr.
Cross.
Friday and Saturday: luncheon, 12- lying unclaimed in the office of Irving
.ibrary—Newspaper Forum.
Newcpape
Clinic—M
r
r.
Fishier.
Gen. Hemlick's visit here ill be
12:30; dinner, 5:30-6.
Pierce in Alumni Hall. Students may
"Our Stake in Korea." Hal Boyle,
Moderato
John
r:
McKernan
.
part
of his fall inspection of all
Sunday luncheon, 12:45-1 :15; din- get their copies by going to Pierce's
Associated Press 'War CorresponEditor and Co-Publisher, The
R.O.T.C.
units in the New England
ner, 5:30-6.
office.
dent and Columnist.
Penobscot Times.
area.

2-Year Aggies
Soon To Enroll
In Five Fields

More Hotdogs
Assured For
Football Game

Newspaper Day Program

Men Forfeit Nickels
While Co-eds Feast

R.O.T.C. Inspection
Set For Tuesday
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Annual Newspaper Day Attracts 'Role Of Leader
Newsmen From All Over Maine Is Explained At
Co-ed Session
historic first pages from the Nest
York Times.
In Fernald Hall, a display of weekly
newspapers of Maine.
In Carnegie Hall, the annual exhibit of the Boston Printmakers Society.
Motion Pictures Offered
An Ohio State University film,
"Police Reporter," will be shown in
the projection room, South Stevens
Hall, at 11 a.m., Friday. The public
is invited.
The third joint dinner of the Maine
Press Association and the Maine
Daily Newspaper Publishers' Association will be held at the Penobscot
Valley Country Club at 6 p.m. tomorrow. Brig. Gen. Daniel S. Dexter,
editorial page editor of the Lewiston
Evening Journal, will introduce the
after-dinner speakers.
Saturday morning will feature a
shop talk and newspaper clinic in
Room 3, Fernald Hall. The clinic
will be conducted by Mr. Fishier. Mr.
Cross will discuss legal problems.
John R. McKerman, editor and copublisher of the Penobscot Times, will
be moderator.

(Continued from Page Ow.)

Mr. Fishier, who is chairman of the
American Weekly Newspaper Publishers' Council. will discuss "Our
Community Press."
Mr. Anderson's subject is "The Disappearing Foreign Correspondent."
Members of the Maine Daily Newspaper Publishers' Association and the
Maine Press Association are participating in the program.
Russell H. Costello, general manager of the Lewiston Daily Sun and
Evening Journal, is president of the
dailies' group.
Roger N. Woodcock, publisher of
the Madison Bulletin, is president of
the M PA.
A block of seats in the Louis Oakes
room will be reserved for the visitors.
Other seats will be available to students. faculty members, and friends.
Student Interest Indicated
Inquiries indicate that a number of
students interested in public opinion
and current world problems will hear
the speakers.
Students will assist at the registration desk and serve as guides for the
visitors on campus tours.
Students and faculty members are
also invited to view Newspaper Day
the exhibits that have been arranged
by Prof. Vincent Hartgen.
The exhibits include:
In the Louis Oakes Room, a display
of prize-winning photographs from
New England's Associated Press
Freshmen reach their first academic
Newspapers. 1951, and a collection of hurdle, the Four-Week Report, tomorrow.
The grades reported, derived from
NEWMAN CLUB
a series of recent tests, are primarily
to aid the student in measuring his
STAG DANCE
accomplishments to date. Thus, a student may know how well he is adSATURDAY, OCT. 20
justing himself to his new surroundMEMORIAL GYM
ings. No permanent estimate of the
student
is attempted.
DON LORD AND HIS
Difficulties shown up at this time
ORCHESTRA
by extremely low or failing grades are
called
to the attention of the student's
8-11:45
advisor, who tries to find the cause
and cure.

Four Week Report
On Freshman Class
Due Tomorrow

•

University Society
BY FRANCIS DION

.k leader ititit be able to draw from
the group its best thinking, Mrs.
James D. Ewing said in her keynote
address to the Women's Leadership
Conference last Saturday.
According to Mrs. Ewing, the leader must realize that the solution to
any problem must come from within
the group; it cannot be imposed front
outside. The leader must be more interested in the solution of the problem
than in expounding his or her own
ideas.
Such leadership is needed for both
local and world problems, Mrs. Ewing
said.
About 125 girls were registered
for the conference. Discussion groups
covered a variety of subjects, but all
of them stressed individual participation in the group.
Dean Edith Wilson. in summarizing the group discussions, stressed
three points. First, the development
of the leader as a person. She listed
the characteristics of a good leader
as humility, sincerity, vision, hopefulness, responsibility, and selflessness.
Second. Dean Wilson stressed interest in the development of other
people. The leader must have faith in
other people and be an accessible
person himself. He must be Ole to
create an atmosphere where other
people can express themselves.
Third, the Dean went on, the leader
must be interested in working for
causes. She concluded that progress
can be attained only by a capacity
for genuine cooperation.
When questioned. several girls said
they believed they benefited from the
free exchange of ideas at the conference. They felt that the group leaders
understood the student problem and
that participants had learned new
ways of getting the most out of college groups.
Said Marie Oakman of North Estabrooke, "It makes you want to help
people!"

Phi Mu sorority held its second International Tea last Sunday in the
Balentine Sunparlor from 2 to 5 p.m.
The table was decorated in an autumn
motif with Sally Arsenault and Faith
Taylor serving as pourers. Impromptu entertainment was provided by
Wolfgang Schnell and Mike Mogilevski on the piano. Among those attending were members of Phi Mu, about
20 foreign students, members
of the administration, Phi Mu
alumnae, house
inothers and directors, and representatives from
other sororities.
Charlotte Tripp
was in charge of the affair.
On Sunday morning approximately
40 members of Hillel gathered in the
SRA building for breakfast. Esther
and Doris Toabe led the group in
singing and folk dancing. Rhoda Kaprow was in charge of arrangements.
I.ast week I was robbed of one of
the most important parts of this column so if you'll excuse the delay, here
they are.
Pirmings : Marjorie Woodman to
Dick Froberger, SAE; Dorothy A.
Leonard to Paul Richardson, Phi
Mu Delta; Nancy Chandler to Bill
Bird, Phi Gam; Rita Porter to Bud
Webber, Lambda Chi; Margaret Till,
Marblehead, Mass., to Jim Thorne,
Beta; and Priscilla Arnold to Ronald
Bishop, Lambda Chi.
Engagements: Jo Murphy to Clem
Thorne; Lorna Sambrook to Vaughn
Martin.
Marriages: Miriam Bull to John
C. Fairbanks; Nancy Johnson to
Paul Marsden; Joan Rossi to Ephraim Martin; Ellie Horton to George
Remillard; Peggy Crawford to Roger Bowker.
Important! Needless to say, I
have already missed writing up several
parties and social events which have
occurred this fall. With so many fra-

ternities, sororities, and organizations
on campus, it is very difficult to be
everywhere at ..nce, so I'm asking a
favor of every social chairman. Although I'll try very hard to get to
you. I wish that you would report any
social functions to me by Monday noon
of each week. Only then can you be
absolutely certain that your events
appear in the paper.

Large Field Seeks
Mr. University Title
One hundred hopeful students turned
out for Mr. University tryouts yesterday and today. The winner of the Mr.
University title will be announced in
the next issue of the Campus.
Students who have held the title
in the last few years were Lee Davis,
now an engineer in Virginia; George
Gonyar. sports announcer at station
WABI; Jay Winters; and Dwight
Frye.
Mr. University will handle the
weekly Radio Guild shows on station
WLBZ. Selection of the winner is
made on the basis of voice quality an
radio personality.

Coe Fund Committee
To Consider Applications
The Coe Research Fund Committee
will meet Tuesday, Oct. 23, to consider
applications for grants.
All regular members of the faculty
are eligible to apply. Forms may bell
obtained from Dr. E. Reeve Hitchner,
Secretary, 26 Winslow Hall. The applicant's department head must approve
the project. The deadline is Oct. 20.
Coe grants are made to provide technical assistance, expendable supplies,
and travel expenses for research projects.
Game time for the crucial MaineConnecticut football game Saturday is
1:30.

OFFICIAL U. OF M.CLASS RINGS
ORDERS TAKEN AT CARNEGIE LOUNGE
Monday and Wednesday

3 P.M.to 5 P.M.

$5.00 DEPOSIT WITH ALL ORDERS
Fraternity or Sorority Letters May Be Placed in Stock
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Football Fever
To Reach Peak
Friday Evening

Homecoming Sears Roebuck
Is Nov. 9-10;
Scholarships Go
Bowdoin Here To Nine Frosh

The fire of Maine football enthusiasm will be fanned into bigger and
brighter flames at the pre-game football rally Friday night at Memorial
Gym. A parade will start at Balentine
Hall at 6:45 p.m. and move to the
Gym. The rally is scheduled for 7:15.
The Black Bears tangle with the
Huskies of Connecticut at Alumni
Field Saturday afternoon in an allimportant Yankee Conference battle.
A win for the Bears will clinch the
Conference crown.
Greg Macfarlan, Senior Skull,
will em-cee the rally. Campus
Mayor Don (Now-you-see-him-nowhe's-sideways) Stritch will make an
appearance, accompanied by a troupe
of his faithful Moslems.
Stritch has said that he would bring
another instalment of the Promised
Land to Maine.
Head Football Coach Hal Westerman will also address the gathering.
The band will be present, and leader
Bob Haynes has promised something
new in arrangements for the rally.
The girls' dormitories are expected
to provide several skits.
A stag dance, sponsored by the "M"
club, will be held immediately after
the rally.

The highlight of this year's HomeAssociate Dean Winthrop C. Libby
coming on Nov. 9-10, will be the 52nd of the College of Agriculture anBowdoin-Maine game preceded by the nounced yesterday that 10 university
Homecoming Luncheon in Alumni students have received $200 scholarHall. Presentation of the Black Bear ships from the Sears-Roeb
uck AgriAwards of the General Alumni Assocultural Foundation.
ciation for "devotion and loyalty to
Nine of the recipients are freshmen,
the high ideals of the University of
two
of them coeds. Awards made to
Maine," will take place at the luncheon.
this group were based on character,
The presentation of the little bronze scholarship, qualities of leadership and
statuettes was originated last year, financial aid.
when President Arthur A. Hauck and
The tenth scholarship was presented
Alfred B. Lingley received the special- to sophomore Merle
Adams. This
ly designed trophies of the association. "Sears-Roebuck Sophomore
ScholarLast year's awards met with over- ship" is awarded to the
freshman
whelming approval of the alumni, and winner of the previous
year who
it was decided to continue them. Only achieves the most
satisfactory record
three awards may be made in any one and is considered the
most deserving.
year.
The new freshman winners were:
Expecting a record-breaking Home- Clinton Conant, Norman
Duplissie,
coming this year, the Alumni-Faculty- Charles McKiel, Peter
Marckoon,
Student Committee began arranging Carleton Rowe, Sumner
Sturtevant,
the program earlier than usual. Many Donlad Weymouth, Nancy Caton,
and
new features have been added to the Edna Paul.
program. It has been announced that
the Maine Masque production of
"Harvey" will be one of the many Sigma Mu Meets Oct. 24
events offered for entertainment. This
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psyproduction will be presented on both chology society, will hold its
first
Friday and Saturday nights.
meeting of the year Wednesday, Oct.
A pre-game rally and bonfire will 24. The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m.
also be held Friday night, followed by in 22 Wingate.
the Senior Skull dance.
Dr. H. A. Pookr, superintendent
The annual "M" Club meeting and of the Bangor State Hospital, will
open-house at fraternities are planned. speak to the group.

Caracas Youth
Likes Maine
BY KEITH W. RUFF

Page Three

Joan Letourneau is shown buying a ticket for the con-

lie's not tall (51
/
2 feet) and he's
ference of the New England Province of the Newman Club
not heavy (135 pounds) but there's
Federation. The conference opens tomorrow. Ticket sellers are
something about the little guy that
(left to right) Richard Hayes and Valerie Bickterman, of the
makes him stand out in a crowd. His
Publicity Committee, and Leo Rossignol, club treasurer.
name is Johnny Aldrey and he's from
Staff Photo by DuPont
Caracas, Venezuela. He has a mop of
jet-black, curly hair, a swarthy comcial Maine- plexion, and dark, shiny eyes.
The University of Maine is just
Saturday is
another stop-off in an already wellpacked life. He is majoring in Dairy
Technology in the hope of putting
The University's Newman Club will lege will conduct a panel on "The
his learning to good use in his home- be host to the New England Province Newman Club As a Road To Catholiland after graduation. John, or of the Newman Club Federation for cism on Campus" at 11:30 a.m.
"Chico," is pledged to Sigma Nu.
a three-day conference beginning Oct. The annual Newman Club Stag
Chico finds life here at Maine a 19.
Dance will be held at Memorial Gym
never-ending source of wonderment
Approximately 60 delegates, repre- at 8 p.m., Saturday.
and excitement. Chico likes sports. senting all New England states, are
A communion breakfast will be
parties, Maine girls, and campus life expected to attend the quarterly busi- served at Estabrooke Hall following
ness meeting.
in general.
eight o'clock mass Sunday morning.
The week end program will open The breakfast speaker will be Fr.
Born in Caracas on Feb. 21, 1932.
Chico went to school there until his with registration of delegates at New- Scott. C.S.P.. who is New England
second year of high school, when he man Hall under the direction of Rich- Vocational Director for the Paulist
moved with his father to the United ard Finnick. Registration hours are Fathers.
from 6 to 12 p.m., Friday.
States.
The Province business meeting will
Four panel discussions are sched- begin at 12:30 p.m. A buffet lunch at
At Charlotte Hall, Military Academy, Chico played on the soccer, la- uled for Saturday morning, Oct. 20. Newman Hall following this meeting
crosse, boxing, and baseball teams. He At 9:30 a.m. James Kelleher from will officially close the week end.
was also a member of the team that Northeastern University will talk on
won the National Rifle Association Newman Club membership. At the
same time, a panel on leadership will
Championship in 1950.
Many of Chico's summer vacations be held.
Fr. LeTourneau of Orono and Fr.
have been spent on his uncle's cattle
The Maine Debating Council is
ranch in Venezuela, where he would Ilache of Colby College will lead a
go on jaguar hunts with his uncle's panel on "The Informed Catholic" at accepting applications for its annual
intramural debate tournament. The
spear-armed hired hands. Last sum- 10:30 a.m.
mer. however, he was a counselor at
Mary Harrigan from Simmons Col- tournament is open to all students
except varsity debaters. No experiCamp Jordan.
ence is required.
Chico's sports favorites arc Sugar
Applications must be filed with
Ray Ropinson and Chico Carresquel. Wildlife Seminar Series
who plays ball for the Chicago White
either Prof. Wofford G. Gardner.
Begins Wednesday Oct. 24 310 Stevens, William Whiting.
Sox.
or
L.
The first of a monthly series of 350 Stevens by Thursday. Oct. 25.
Chico's father, now an electrical
designer in New York, attended Har- wildlife seminars will be held in 101
The tournament resolution is Revard, Clemson, and Ohio State Uni- Plant Science building on Wednesday, solved. That the government should
Oct. 24, at 7:30 p.m.
adopt a permanent program of wage
versity.
The seminars will present a broad and price control.
Dean Edith G. Wilson spoke to aspect of wildlife conservation with
Members of the varsity debate team
the Lubec Parent-Teachers' Associa- an attempt to relate its problems to will present an exhibition debate on
the tournament resolution in 6 South
tion last Tuesday on the subject human ecology.
Meetings will be announced in the Stevens at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday. Oct
"Should Parents Help With Homeweekly calendar.
24.
work."

New England Newman Clubs
To Meet Here For Conference

Intramural Debate
Entries Due Oct. 25

Wear an Arrow Shirt
and yadll simply sweep
her off her feet!

ARROW
SHIRTS • TIES • SPORTS SHIRTS • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS

M. L. French & Son
196 Exchange St.
Bangor
ARROW DEALER IN BANGOR
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Thank You Note

Newspaper Day-1951
Tomorrow will be Maine Newspaper Day on this campus
Members of the Maine Press Association and the Maine Dail\
Newspaper Publishers' Association—editors and publishers
from all over the state—will be on campus for a two-day program.
While many of our visitors will be here to discuss professional activities, they are also interested in the college student.
Maine Newspaper Day gives us the opportunity to discuss with
them many problems of mutual interest and to share their experience.
Many of us will soon be going out into the business world.
The editors and publishers will be able to stress what they look
for when hiring graduates. The students will be able to form
acquaintanceships that may prove helpful later.
The Maine Campus believes this two-day period will be
valuable both to the professional newspapermen and to all students interested in public opinion.
We wish to thank our visitors for the interest they are
showing. We appreciate it and hope their stay at U. of M. will
be a happy and profitable one.
F. D.

We're Still With The Twirlers
Last week the Campus printed a short article about the
drum majorettes who appear with the University band. The
reason for running the story was that there are four new girls
in the majorette ranks this fall. That is the type of thing we
consider campus news and, therefore, of interest to our readers.
We have nothing against the U. of M. band. In fact, we
consider it one of the finest college bands in New England, and
we never cease to be amazed—knowing that the members have
only two hours a week to master the new formations—at the
professional way they execute the maneuvers at football games.
However, several members of the band have taken us to
task during the past week for (1)"slighting" the band by printing a story about the majorettes and (2) printing a story that
contained some mistakes or at least misplaced emphasis.
The two sentences that seemed especially offensive to the
band members were: (1) "These girls are considered a part of
the band, but do not receive credit as do the musicians," and (2)
"It would be difficult for the band to march on the football field
gracefully without them as the majorettes set the pace and
direct the formation."
Band members are quick to point out that there are 30-odd
members who, like the majorettes, get no academic credit for
their labors. Upon investigation, we find that most of the 30odd. unlike the majorettes, could get the credit if they cared to
attend band rehearsals. There are a few cases where musicians
are performing without credit because the rehearsal hours would
give them more than the permissible academic load.
With respect to the second count, we readily admit that
the drum major, not the majorettes, directs the formation.
That was a slip. The band could undoubtedly march on the
field gracefully without the high-stepping majorettes. But we
still believe the girls set the pace—in more ways than one.
Epicurus, the Greek philosopher who believed in following
a course of moderation while obtaining the greatest possible
amount of pleasure from life, must have had a long-range view
of present day prices.
Walt Schurman
Mary Ellen Chalmers
Bill Matson
Doug Kneeland
Ben Tucker
Paul Marcoux, Roger Dupont
Dana Warren (Sports).
Fran Dion (Society)
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Paul Dinsmore
REPORTERS—Henry Berry, Dave Brczger, Stan Ferguson, Dave
Getchell, Helen Johnson, Ellen Levinson, Bob Ostreicher, Perleston Pert,
Keith Ruff, Dick Schurman, Lenny Silver, Dick Stephens, Lois Welton,
Marjorie Wylde, Art Traub.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce McEwen, circulation manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden
Wixson. circulation assistants: Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert
Goodell, David Fox, Richard Hardy, advertising assistants.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
CITY EDITOR
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
MAKE-UP EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS

The Breeze And I
BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.
A survey of current gripes reveals
that the chow lines are too long at
New Cafeteria ... that some students
cannot hear the class bell because of
its new location ...that not enough
milk is served with the evening meal
at the men's dining halls ... that the
student activity fee is too high because there are only eight home athletic events this semester.
... that the
Maine Campus ought to be delivered
early on Thursday night like it should
be...that first period classes still
start too early in the morning ...that
freshmen are not looking forward to
the prospect of a long and cold Orono
winter.
... that upperclassmen aren't,
either.
... that classes are definitely interfering with extracurricular activities.. .that upperclassmen do not have
enough cute freshman girls in their
classes
Our daffodil of the week goes to
the University committee in charge of
repairing repairable roads. The one
that's being repaired is the extreme

south entrance to the campus. Just
think, fellas, no more broken springs.
Somewhere along the line last summer, the State of Maine acquired a
two per cent sales tax. It created a
new use for pennies—which were
stuck in a rut with the parking meter
fad, added a little color to the art of
making change, and fouled up even the
Bookstore's bookkeeping system.
Now the government has hopped
onto the penny parade. It's thinking
of charging four cents for a three-cent
stamp and two cents for a penny post
card. Anyone got any carrier pigeons
for sale cheap?
An open letter to the freshman
girls: Dear girls... I am a member
of the Class of '53 who knows all the
words of the Stein Song and am available for individual instruction. Call
Orono 405. Appointments available
only on days, nights, Sundays. and
holidays.
With that, the breeze and I shall
blow.

Bends In The Road
BY BOB WILSON
Stifled by the ever-oppressive temperature of the Library's reserve reading room and stupified by 1'right's
Geographical Basis of European History. we were nearly asleep, but not
quite.
Curious as to what was keeping
us awake we aroused enough to discover that the disturbing factor was a
hum, or more nearly a buzz.
Mixed sexes of students were at
their usual early semester practice of
using the Library as an opportune location for "casing" prospective dates
and making tentative contacts to determine receptiveness and acceptability.
Here in the midst of a heavy weight
of scientific learning the student with
an important and pressing problem to
solve was using the age-old, tried and
true empirical method of reaching a
satisfactory solution.
That got us to thinking that, left to
themselves, people and nations will
solve their more pressing and more
complex problems by the trial and
error system rather than by the slower
method of scientific investigation.
That made us more tolerant of the-

way-things-are-today. It cast a new
light on what appears on the surface
to be a pretty befuddled L'. S. foreign
policy and on congressional investigations.
After all, the old Yankee traders
got along pretty well with China before a Far East policy was developed,
and the influence of a "small ham" was
known long before scientific investigation discovered the role of hams in
American politics.
We don't recommend the trial and
error system exclusively. Nor do we
recommend its careless use. We are
reminded of the student who tried to
solve the college cafeteria problem by
taking a tablespoonful of Drano after
each meal. It worked for a while, but
now he's being fed intravenously.
Perhaps a practical education consists of finding the proper balance
between s,-ientific and empirical research. Anyway, we hope that student
experiments at the Library result in
satisfactory solutions—
In essence, we hope that the reserve
reading room cools off—emotionally
and atmospherically.

To the Editor: Mr. Doug Kneeland
is listed in the issue of the Maine
Campus for today, 11 October 1951,
as the "Editorial Page Editor" of that
newspaper. On the same page that
that listing appears, in the "Mail
Bag," or letters-to-the-editor column,
there appears a letter signed by said
Mr. Doug Kneeland. At first thought,
it occurs to me that there is an institution down the road about eight miles
for people who write to themselves.
That particular preoccupation seems
about ten points beyond that of talking
to oneself.
A little more thought on the subject,
though, makes it obvious that the
letter is not actually a letter to the
editor, in spite of the fact that it
usurps a large portion of the space
devoted to such letters; it is a mere
editorial sounding-off. After all, it is
addressed to our campus mayor, Don
Stritch, in the form of an open letter;
and everybody knows how self-righteously fond all types of editors, and
particularly "editorial page" editors,
are of open letters. The point in this
instance is, however, that the, you
should excuse the expression, editor,
with forty (count 'em, 40) columns
at his disposal, uses better than half
of the one (1) column devoted to the
long-suffering readers of the University's newspaper for one of his personal harangues. And what did he spout
about? Let us see...
First of all, he states that too much
has been said in the past about rallies
—then he attempts, at any rate, to say
quite a lot about, of all things, a football rally.
His big gripe seems to be, however,
that four of Stritch's devoted "untouchables" wandered around the gym
uttering what appeared to be a singing commercial. Mr. Doug Kneeland
goes on record as stating that he either
(1) ignores, (2) tolerates, or (3) abhors (!) different kinds of commercials. Now, ordinarily, I'd be the last
one to give away such a deep, dark
secret, but this case seems to dictate
that I do so. So. Doug, don't let it get
around, but that commercial was a
(here, your dictionary may prove useful) p-a-r-o-d-y. Get it, now? This
service is free, so the next time all the
boys are laughing at something, and
you want in on it, let us know.
One more thing: The University
was rather short of candidates last
year around election time. It seems
that it takes quite a lot of a guy's
time to get elected and then run rallies.
Don Stritch was among the pitifully
few who were willing to sacrifice
their time by campaigning. I happen
to know Don rather well, and while I
admit that prejudices me somewhat.
it is the reason that I am so aware
that he spends a great deal of time
pursuing his duties as mayor. Hillson Cleaners gave him this week's
award for a "Fine Football Rally."
If Kneeland objects to the way the
job's done, where was he last Spring?
Too bad this won't be printed; Don
deserves to be defended and praised
for a Good Job.
PAUL GILT.
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Credit Where Credit Is Due
To the Editor: Cheers for y,,ntarticle on the drum majorettes. Th,•
gals in blue and white are certain]
doing an exceptionally grand job uf
baton-twirling and high stepping this
yeat, and they more than deserv4
recognition for it.
However, from where I stand, the
last paragraphs of your article secni
to di.,:redit the other seventy-three
(Continued on Page Six)
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New Absence
Policy Is Set
By Committee
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Cosmopolitan Freshman Class
Is From 14 States,5 Nations
BY REGINALD BOWDEN

surnain,., as indeed it is. There are
six Youngs in the class and five each
of Dows, Smiths, and Whites.
Then, too, there are many less common names among the freshmen. Fairweather, Nice, Early, Laite, Knapp.
Sleeper, Eye, Quirk, Keene, Smart,
Sweet, Rose, Valentine, Little, Snowman, Woodhead, and Wylde suggest a
variety of personalities.

Near-Mishaps Erdman Group
Bring Curb On Well Received
Rat-Shooting
In ConcertSeries

The 740 Frosh enrolled this year
are a cosmopolitan class, with 14
Forestry students working in the
The Jean Erdman dance group
states. 5 countries, and 148 Maine secthe individual instructor.
woods behind the area of the Universi- opened the
University Concert Series
Besides Prof. Kirshen, the other ondary schools represented in the
ty dump have reported many nearTuesday
evening before an appreciamembers of the committee are Prof. group.
mishaps from wild bullets fired by
tive
audience
of approximately 800
Hamilton Gray, Associate Dean Winpeople
shooting
at targets in the dump.
Data from the office of the director
people.
throp C. Libby, Prof. John E. Lee, of admissions show Massachusetts
Shooting at rats or at cans and
Dean John E. Stewart, Prof. Marion next to Maine in freshman registraother forms of rubbish in the dump, The company of five dancers preD. Sweetman, and Prof. Joseph M. tion. with 77 students. New York
is expressly forbidden.
sented a 2-hour program of interpreTrefethen.
follows with 34, then New Jersey with
Dean of Men John E. Stewart this tive dances ranging from light comedy
19, and Connecticut with 18. Other
Complete Faculty Text
week called attention to the fact that through Oriental
temple style to fanstates
are represented as follows. New
the area is posted with "No Shooting"
The complete faculty text on abtasy.
Hampshire, 5; Rhode Island, 4; Pennsences is as follows:
signs. He warned that any further
Assembly chairman Charles Crosssylvania, 3; Maryland and Ohio, 2
violations would be immediately and
"(1) Students are expected to
each;
and
Virginia,
land said the attendance at the first
Vermont, Washseverely dealt with.
attend every class.
Art McAllister, director of the fifth
ington, and Wisconsin, 1 each.
concert was "satisfactory," although
"(2) Each instructor shall be reIn
addition
to
this,
the
University
annual Farmer's Fair and Calico Ball,
"not
what we had hoped for."
Canada
and
Latin
America
dominate
sponsible for keeping accurate attendsaid this week that preparations are Safety Committee has a strict rule
the
foreign
enrollmen
this
t
year.
Miss
Those
Erdman and company were
ance records and reporting absences
well under way for the twin events, against the use of firearms within oneeach week to the Registrar, as at attending from the neighboring prov- which will be
half mile of any university building. guests of the Modern Dance Club and
held
Saturday,
Nov. 17.
inces are: Rudolph Conley, Deer Isle,
present.
According to the committee, "... the WAA at afternoon coffee before
Th.!.
Executive
Committe
e
has
been
New
Brunswic
k;
and
Robin
Upton,
"(3) Whenever. in the opinion of
this
includes rifle practice in the the performance.
named as follows:
the instructor, a student's absences Westmont, Quebec. Also registered
President and Mrs. Hauck entervicinity
of the radio shack
Art McAllister, manager; Ed Johnimpair the quality of his work the are: Richard Gordon, Guayquil, Ecuatained the group at dinner following
son, assistant manager; Al Smith and
instructor shall report this fact to the dor; Luis Nosiglia, Peru; and RoPresident and Mrs. Arthur A. the concert.
Carleton Guptill, publicity chairmen;
lando
Pizarro.
Chile.
student's dean.
Hauck
will entertain the International
Members of Mu Alpha Epsilon,
Bangor, with 40 registrants, is the Charles Dunn, dance chairman; Fred
"(4) Each student is required to
Club
at
their home on Sunday. Oct. honorary music society, assisted the
Hutchinso
concessio
n,
ns;
Edgar
Lord,
attend his last scheduled class within Maine community most represented in
exhibits; Dean Hodgkins, arrange- 28. Ina VanHee of the Netherlands Nssernbly Committee in presenting the
a 24 hour period before and his first the class. Augusta follows with 22.
will speak and show movies about her program.
There are two sets of twins on cam- ments.
class following all announced recesses
country.
W.S.
Bob Ashby and Sam Allen, prizes;
and holidays. A student absent at pus, Paul and Willard Butler of PortJohn
Keene,
contests;
land,
Clayton
and Malcolm and Melvin Young
Davis,
either time without authorization shall
•
fitting and showing contests; Al
RECORDS — all speeds
be dropped from the course without of Belfast.
Largest selection in Maine
With this year's class being the Ridley, secretary; Don Waterman,
a grade, except that students failing in
Maine's most complete Music Store
that course shall receive the grade of youngest in history, it is logical that treasurer; and Prof. Cecil E. Howes,
E. Authorization shall not be given Young should be the most popular faculty advisor.
for absences under this rule except for
51 Pickering Sq.
Bangor
the following extenuating circumCliffor
McIntir
d
Speaks
e
Prof. Lyle C. Jenness, head of the
stances: sickness, funerals, weddings,
chemical engineering department, and Clifford McIntire, Republician nomiparent's written request denoting
DEVELOPING — PRINTING — ENLARGING
Dr. Richard E. Durst, associate pro- nee for Congress in the Third Maine
urgency, essential employment on
fessor in the same department, are Congressional District, spoke at the
written request of employer, infreattending an engineering conference of Louis Oakes room last night under
quent transportation, special church
the Technical Association of Pulp and the auspices of the Young Republican
Photographic Supplies
services, official attendance at regional
Paper Industrie: at Atlanta. Ga.
Club.
56
State
St.
fraternity or sorority functions, and
BANGOR
representation on official University
activities.
YOUR LATEST OCTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
"(5) The only other situation in
which an authorized excuse need be
obtained shall be for making up work
such as a scheduled prelim, laboratory,
special class report, or any other exercise that cannot be made up without
extensive supervision. The instructor
shall announce to the class whether or
not such authorization is necessary.
TRP1
"A student with an authorized ex41)
II
cuse shall be given the opportunity to
OISONO
Oct. 18, 19, 20
make up the deficiency without specific
with the 3ot collar that...
"IRON MAN"
Wed. & Thurs.. Oct. 17, 18
penalty. Authorization shall be given
Jeff Chandler. Evelyn Keyes,
Double Feature
only for the same reasons indicated
1
Stephen McNally
Never a wrinkle-proof collar like this!
"FORT WORTH"
for absences before and after a holi(Technicolor)
Now in white and colors, too! The
Oct. 21, 22, 23, 24
day."
6:30-9:10
collar of the Van Wnt=en Centur:
"A PLACE IN THE SUN"
Randolph Scott, David Brian
shirtjust can't wrinkle.That's because
Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth
Plus
its made in one piece by a patented
The Maine Masque's first producTaylor, Shelley Winters
"RHYTHM INN"
process. Keeps you collar-neat all day
tion, "Harvey." will open on Nov. 7
7:50
—without starch or stays! See the
and run for four days.
Jane Frazee, Kirby Grant
Van iIeasen Century shirt in a choice
of campus-right colors today! ReguFri. & Sat.. Oct. 19, 20
lar or widespread collars, only $4.50.
"TIIE PRINCE Vir110 WAS
IIIANG0111
A THIEF"
(Technicolor)
Oct. 17, 18. 19
Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie
"Al'ACIIE Dill MS'•
Also Added Attractions
in Technicolor
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:25
Stephen McNally, Colleen Gray
Oct. 19—STAGE SHOW
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 21-22
Friday at 9 P.M.
"ANGELS IN TIIE
Van Heusen
The Queen City Talent Show
OUTFIELD"
"fre w.-Ici's smartest.'shirts
Paul Douglas, Janet Leigh
Oct. 20, 21, 22, 23
Phillips-Jones Corp.,
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:25
N•w York 1, N. Y.
"THE DESERT FOX"
(The Sory of Rommel)
Tuesday, Oct. 23
_lames Mason. Cecil Hardwick.
"TERESA"
Jessica Tandy
Pier Angell, John Ericson
Also Added Attractions
6:30-8:25
(Continued Irons Page One)

Leaders Chosen
For Aagie Fair
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OPERA HOUSE

BDMOCTAG
Best
Dressed
Men
On
Campus
Trade
At
Goldsmith's

Serving University
Students over 40 yrs.
See
Mickey Goldsmith
Class of '48

5

BIJOU

PARK

Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 24. 25
Double Feature
"IlEART OF THE ROCKIES"
Oct. 17, 18
6:30-9:22
"ON MOONLIGHT BAY"
Roy Rogers. Penny Edwards
Doris Day, Gordon MacRae
Plus
"NIGHT INTO MORNING"
"SIROCCO"
Ray NI illand, John Ilodiak,
7:37
Nancy Davis, Lewis Stone
Humphrey Bogart, Marta Toren
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 11:30 a.m. to
11:00 P.M
BANGOR
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Vienna Group Mrs. Hitchner Recalls Debut
Will Soon Visit As Masque's First Actress
U Of M Campus
BY

MARJORIE

WYLDE

not participate. It was the custom of
the acting companies to make road
tours during spring vacation. The
strict chaperoning that would have
been required in that day proved =practicable. A male substitute was
cast in her role. Mrs. Hitchner got
a letter from the actors saying that
they all missed their original Susie.
Because of the war in 1917 and the
drop in enrollment at the university,
the Maine Masque Theatre became
inactive for a few years. Mrs. Hitchtier was unable to take part in any
more Masque plays.
When the Masque became active
again, women were cast regularly.
There have been three women presidents of the Masque. This year
Jeanette Pratt holds that office. Also,
tradition was broken last year when
Joanne San Antonio became the first
woman technical director in the theatre's history.

Today women play an active part in
the Maine Masque Theatre. Yet from
its origin in 1905 until 1917, the
Masque m as an exclusively male organization. All women's roles were
played by men, and costume and makeup were relied upon to convince the
audience of the actor's change of sex.
In 1917, however, precedent was
broken when Mrs. E. Reeve Hitchner,
under her maiden name of Barbara
Dunn, was cast in the play "The Day
That Lincoln Died." She was then a
freshman at the university.
Windsor E. Daggett, founder of the
Masque, was at that time its director.
He had decided to put on a series of
four one-act plays, depicting various
moods. instead of the usual three-act
play. Unable to find a suitable actor
for the woman's role of Susie in "The
Day That Lincoln Died," he dared to
suggest to the board that a woman
play the feminine role. The suggestion was approved, and Mrs. Hitchner
w as invited to take the part. She accepted, and Masque history took a
new turn.
"The Day That Lincoln Died" inThe Navy has announced details of
The Extension Division of the
terpreted the effect of Lincoln's death its officer candidate program for colCollege of Education is conducting upon a cross section of the inhabitants
evening courses for Dow Air Force of a rural Maine town. Costumes of lege graduates.
Applicants for the program must
Base personnel.
the 1860's were needed. Mrs. Hitchhave a college degree or be eligible
tier made her theatrical debut dressed
to receive one within 120 days, and
in clothing that had actually been
BlewArse Fimbirel Roserve Bank
must be at least 19 and not over 27
worn by an earlier generation of her
years of age on July 1 of the year
family.
commissioned. A man cannot be acQuestioned about the attitude of
cepted if he has already been notified
her,
members
Mrs.
toward
Masque
to report for induction.
Hitchner said: "Although the Masque
For unrestricted line duty (deck and
had previously been as all-male as a
aviation
ground), candidates must
football team, the boys were wonderYoung men and women will
have
had
mathematics through trigoto
me."
ful
always find this banking innometry either in college or in secthe
was
However,
one
part
of
there
stitution interested and helpMasque in which Mrs. Hitchner could ondary school. The age limit for
ful in their business progress.
restricted line duty (photo-interpreResponsibility is reflected by
tation, electronics, etc.) and staff
a checking account, which is
duty (CEC. supply, etc.) is 33 years.
also a factor in establishing
In the latter case, if the candidate is
credit and standing.
over 27, he will be commissioned as a
Lieutenant Junior Grade. Supply
54-58 Columbia St., Bangor
corps applicants must have at least
45 hours of business administration,
Tel. 7052
economics, and related subjects.
BOOKS
The program is available to veterans and non-veterans. Veterans enter
New
Something
With hvelvo office+. In
in the highest navy grade previously
Eastitrn Maim
Gifts at $1.00
held. A non-veteran enters as a seaMionskow Fog:local Depeait Irisurairbedt Corp.
man recruit officer candidate.
Applicants for line duty study four
• months at Newport, R. I.
Prof. Wilmarth H. Starr, Navy and
Marine Corps adviser of the Faculty
Committee on Military Service, will
supply further information upon request.

The University of Maine will play
host to the Third Goodwill Tour of
Austrian Students and Teachers on
Tuesday. Nov. 6. The tour vill present a program of folk dancing and
singing called "Visitors from Vienna."
Nine women and eleven men are in the
group. Dr. Oscar F. Bock is the director.
The object of the visit is to promote
understanding between Austrian and
American students. A circuit of army
camps has just been made. The visitors will live in dormitories and fraternity houses while on campus.
Chairman of the ticket committee
for Visitors from Vienna is Harriet
Johnson. Members are Barry Ward,
Pat Hurley, Ellen Pfeifer, David Dineen, Joan Harris, and Ray Feasey.
Members of the publicity committee
are Pat Hurley, Peggy Given, Ray
Feasey. and Helen Johnson. Pat Dionne is in charge of staging. The group
will be co-sponsored by the S.R.A..
the International Club, and the Assembly Committee.

Navy Reveals
Officer Plan

Betts Bookstore

The
Merrill
Trust Company

The Men's Shop
Where the smartly dressed
college man buys his clothes

A comlete line of...

• SPORTCOATS
• SLACKS
• JACKETS
• MEN'S FURNISHINGS
Featuring the largest

selection of

SPORTSHIRTS and SWEATERS in town
See "Pete" at...

The Men's Shop
132 Main St.

•

Bangor

•

I Ipp. the Opera House
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Committees
Announced By
President Hauck

Calendar

THURSDAY, OCT. 18
7-9 p.m.—Tumbling, Women's Gym
7:15 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
The following appointments to
15 Coburn
standing faculty committees have been FRIDAY, OCT. 19
announced by President Arthur A.
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.—Maine NewsHauck:
paper Dav—(see program on
Admissions and Secondary School
page one)
Relations—Shibles, Campbell, Crane,
7-8 p.m.—Football Rally—
Crossland, Winthrop Libby, Murray.
Memorial gym
Richard
Assemblies— Crossland,
8:30-12:00 p.m.—M Club Stag
Hill, Niven, Struchtemeyer, Supple.
dance—Memorial gym
Trafford.
Freshman Football—Higgins—Home
Athletics—Rome Rankin, Crossland,
Elliott, Maynard Jordan, Harry Wat- Freshman Cross Country—Hartland
Academy and Presque Isle H.S.—
son.
Home
Coe Research Fund—Speicher, Edward N. Brush, Douglass, Hamilton SATURDAY, OCT. 20
Gray, Griffee. Hitchner, Steinmetz. Football—Maine vs. Connecticut—
Home
Joseph Trefethen.
Health—Crossland, Leddy, Pedlow, Cross Country—New Hampshire at
Durham
Rogers, Ryckman, John Stewart, Wallace, Wilson.
8-11:45 p.m.—Newman Club stag
dance—Memorial gym
Maine Studies—Hitchner, Edward
N. Brush, Douglass, Ibbotson. Kir- SUNDAY, OCT. 21
shell. H. W. Leavitt, Albert Turner.
9-10 a.m.—Newman Club breakPublicity—Key°, Crossland, Day,
fast—North Estabrooke
George Dow, Wayne Jordan, Kenneth 8, 9, 10, and 11 a.m.—Catholic
Parsons, Rome Rankin, Schreiber.
services, Our Lady of Wisdom
Chapel
Social Affairs—Pullen, Cassidy, 9:00 a.m.—Episcopal services,
I.yman, Shay, John Stewart, Wilson.
Canterbury House
Student Aid—Crossland, Gregory 11 a.m.—Protestant services, Little
Baker, Brockway, Crane, Crawford.
Theatre
Ruth Crosby, Gordon, Howes, Lamo- 4 p.m.—Concert—Carnegie Foyer
reau, John Stewart, Sweetman,
—Edward Prescott
MONDAY, OCT. 22
Sch olarships—Lamoreau, Brockway,
4:30-5:30 p.m.—Social dancing
Crane, Ruth Crosby, Gordon, Howes,
class—Balentine Recreation Room
Kenneth Parsons, Garland Russell,
TUESDAY, OCT. 23
Frank Taylor. Sweetman.
Student Employment—Gregory Bak- 7-9 p.m.—Square dance—Women's
gym
er, Brockway. Carl Flynn, Fobes,
7-9
p.m.—General Senate—Carnegie
Lewis, McGuire, Ramsdell, Marjorie
Committee
Room
Wilson.
Reed, John Stewart,
Stewart, 7-9 p.m.—Ski patrol-22 Wingate
Student Loans—John
Brockway, Crawford. Gordon, Waldo 9-10 p.m.—Cheerleaders—
'Abbey, Smyth, Alice Stewart. \Vilson
Women's gym
Student Publications—Wayne Jor- WEDNESDAY. OCT. 24
dan, Key°. Pierce, Whitney.
7-9 p.m.—Modern Dance—Women's
Veterans' Affairs—Small, Pedlow.
gym
Ryckman, Starr.
Women Students—Wilson, Comegys, Katherine Miles, Rogers. Snyder,
Alice Stewart.

Chicago Student
Studying Indians

Credit Where Credit Is Due

Tradition has it that New Yorkers
never see the sights of their city. It's
(Continued from Page Four)
only the rest of us who climb the Emmembers of our fine Varsity Band. pire
State building.
I'd like to get a few facts straight. If
Similarly, 24-year-old Leonard D.
the majorettes deserve praise for per- Boreman,
a student at the University
forming without academic credit, then of
Chicago. has come all the way front
someone should say a good word for the
midwest to live on Old Town's
the thirty-odd band members who Indian
Island, only two miles from our
donate their services for two full campus.
He already knows more
semesters without credit.
about the Island than the oldest resiTo say that the band could not
dent.
march onto the field gracefully withMr. Boreman, who arrived on the
out the guidance of the majorettes island
last June, is a native of Ohio,
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
is a slur to the members of the band, working
for his master's degree in
some of whom have been marching in anthropology. What
Jewelers
will he call his
hands for as much as ten years. and
thesis? "I always pick my titles after
all of whom spend two hours every I'm
First Quality Diamonds
through," he said, but his subject
week practicing formations.
Exclusively
is the social organization of the PeI hope this will correct any false
nohscots, past and present.
Towle Sterling Silver
ideas which your article might unMost of what research he does of
intentionally have created. As I said:
All standard makes
the nonparticipant-observer variety
Cheers for the majorettes, but let's
has brought him right to the Universiof Watches
not jeer the band while we're at it.
ty of Maine library, as well as to Old
25 Hammond St., Bangor
ARTHUR DOWNING
Town, where lie examines the records
• Editor's Note: No jeers intended. and documents available.
III
The chance to work with a Friends'
Service Committee action group that
spent last summer on the island attracted Mr. Boreman to this particular
area. An added attraction was the lack
of any language problem, since the
Penobscots are English-speaking.
Mr. Boreman is staying with John
We're on TAP for your desires
Nelson, a Dartmouth man, now retired but formerly prominent in island
affairs as Governor and State RepreOrono
Maine
sentative.
Next month Mr. Boreman will rea,1 turn to Chicago to complete his thesis.
•
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DANA WARREN

Varsity Runners
Hope To Break
Wildcat Jinx

There is good news for Maine football fans from the office of Charles E.
Maine's potent cross country team,
Crossland, director of student and
public relations. Saturday, Oct. 27, unbeaten in its first two starts, will
the day of the Maine-Bates football invade Durham, N. H., on Saturday
game, has been declared a holiday in looking for its third straight victory.
order that more students may be able
The Wildcats, always a strong
to attend the contest at Lewiston.
team, are especially tough to beat on
Ted Curtis, Faculty Manager of their home course. For the past six
Athletics, has announced that tickets years. Maine runners have gone down
may be purchased at his office on to defeat on the rugged New HampMonday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of shire trail, and this year's edition of
next week between 9 a.m. and noon Black Bear thinclads will definitely
and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
be out to "break the ice."
Reserved seat tickets will be one
Coach Jenkins' squad emerged from
dollar, tax included, and may be pur- its Saturday meet with the University
chased by any student upon showing of New Brunswick minus any pains
his student pass. Those who wish to or sprains. It will be in top shape
attend the game but do not have rides for its tussle with the Wildcats.
should check with Mr. Curtis when
The Maine speedsters, led by Capthey purchase their tickets.
tain Dick Dow and sophomore CarleLast Saturday's football game ton McLean who again tied for first
at New Hampshire, though end- place, shellacked the visiting Universiing in a 0-0 deadlock, leaves ty of New Brunswick team, 18-45,
Maine with a decided edge in Saturday. Bill Hirst, Mal Osborne,
the race for Yankee Conference and Ed Perry crossed the finish line
h nn ors. The contest was one that in a triple tie for fourth place behind
thoroughly tested the stamina Millar of the guest squad.
and determination of both lines Winning time-21 :10.4.
as neither team could get started
The Pale Blue runners have been
anti carry through %hit a scor- working hard this week in
preparation
ing drive.
for a grind made doubly tough by
A Maine win this Saturday the fact that the Wildcats will be runagainst the University of Con- ning in their own back yard. The
necticut would assure the Wes- seven men who will run against New
Repeat Performance. Carlton MacLean and Captain Dick
terman forces of capturing the Hampshire are, in this order; Captain
Dow cross the finish together to tie for first in the cross country
traditional bean-pot, symbol of Dick Dow, Carlton MacLean, Bill
meet against New Brunswick. A week earlier, they tied for
the Yankee Conference Title.
Hirst, Malcolm Osborn. Ed Perry.
first
in the Bates meet. Time, 20:10.4.
Coach Chet Jenkins' varsity bill- Colwyn Haskell. and Dave Beppler.
Staff Photo by DuPont
runners have started the season off in
top form with two straight and very
decisive victories to their credit. Having defeated both Bates and the University of New Brunswick on the
Orono course, the Pale Blue runners
Maine's freshman cross country
will find the going a bit tougher when team plays host to Hartland Academy
they travel to Durham this week end and Presqque Isle High School in a
Maine's Varsity Rifle team memCoach Sam Sezak's frosh footto oppose a strong Wildcat team on three-way meet here Friday afternoon.
bers are sharpening their eyes for the ballers have had two weeks to iron
its home territory.
The Hartland runners are expected
Looking quickly at the intramural to give the inexperienced frosh a run opening postal match with the Uni- out their first game mistakes and
football scene, only three strong teams for their money as they have ranked versities of Washington and Wyom- should be a vastly improved outfit
are left in the elimination fraternity consistently high in state schoolboy ing. Oct. 27.
when they take the field here totournament. Phi Kappa Sigma has ranks.
Despite the loss of Charlie Barnum, morrow against Higgins Classical.
entered the final bracket in its league
In last Friday's meet with Bangor Vernon Bond, and Howard Bamford,
Although the Pale Blue yearlings
and is now getting ready to oppose High
School, the frosh were outrun to the riflemen
were
nosed out by a strong Maine
have
hopes
of
starting
whoever wins this week end's contest the tune
of 16-42. Four of the Bangor off with a win.
Veterans Len Hutch- Maritime club. 7 to 0, two weeks ago,
between semi-finalists Phi Eta Kappa
speedsters had flashed across the wire ins. John McBride.
Roy Smith, Ben Sezak said his team looked good.
and Kappa Sigma. The game prom- before the
first frosh could reach the Chapman, and Bill Pomeroy
will be
"It's the same old story," Sezak
ise to be red-hot, and this year's title finish
line. Coach Jenkins rates Ban- bolstered by sophomores Norm
Sch- said, "We come up against a good
could belong to any of them.
gor High as the best schoolboy cross laack, Bill Grove.
Mark Getchell. and team before we have a chance to work
The deer hunting season in
country team in the state.
Paul Albert.
together very much as a unit. So we
this neck of the %nods officially
Jenkins says his squad is green but
Although the team failed to place in can't help but have more than our
opens next Monday at sun-up.
It was Penobscot county that re- game, and is showing steady improve- the Hart Trophy and Interscholastic share of first-game mistakes. Maine
ment.
Intercollegiate matches last year, the Maritime had a good club, but my
ported the largest kill in the state
Some of the more promising of the varsity won 84% of its matches, while boys could have done even better than
last season.
Good luck to the deerslayers froth harriers are Wing. Libby, Yar- the ROTC team took 93% of its con- they did if they had had a little more
practice."
tests.
and pathfinders. and a word of row, Lord, and Tiedemann.
caution—look where you shoot
Sezak is confident that the Freshand drag out your deer, not
men will be much stronger against
your buddy.
Higgins.
Like Maine Maritime
Academy, Higgins Classical has alBella Frazier and Nancy Kelley
slammed their way to 6-1 and 6-0
ready shown power. Last week Higvictories over Sally Arsenault and
gins held a strong Colby freshman
team to a tie.
Faith Taylor to gain the finals of the
Phi Kappa Sigma eked out a 6 to 0 pass from team mate Dave Anderson
women's doubles tennis tournament
Ken Parady, Roger Miles, Walter
this week. This hard-hitting duo will victory over Phi Gam Sunday to win and scooted over the goal line to Allen, Ed Dudley, FA Guernsey, and
meet the winners of the other semi- the Southern League championship register his team's winning tally.
company will go after Higgins on
Five men participated in the scoring Alumni Field tomorrow at 2 p.m.
final round match between ma van in the fraternity intramural football
fur Kappa Sig in their one-sided vicHee-Jean Boomer and Cynthia Nelsonrace. The other fraternity contest saw
tory.
Ruth Thompson. The windup clash is
Kappa Sig drub Theta Chi, 26 to 0,
Track Closed To Frosh
Christie, Holway, Homans, and
scheduled for 8:30 Saturday morning.
in a Northern League semi-final.
‘Vatral all tallied six-pointers for the
Feminine disciples of Robin Hood
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of AthIn the dormitory division, North Kappa Sigs; and Jim
have been requested to put in an apHathaway letics, has announced that fres'unen
pearance on the women's hockey field Dorms 9 and 10 rambled over Center scored the safety.
will not be eligible to run as varsity
Next week's games will find Kappa competitors in New England track
on Wednesdays at 3:30 p.m. and Fri- Oak, 30 to 6, while Dunn 1 had an
days at 2:30 p.m. Archery manager easy time with Corbett 1, winning Sig playing undefeated Phi Eta in the or cross country meets. This decision
Claire Filliettaz has announced that a 30 to 0.
Northern I.eague final. North Dorms came as a result of a vote by mail
Johnny Gowen was the hero of the 9 and 10 will be pitted against Dunn among 37 representatives of the New
tournament will he held if enough inday for Phi Kap when he caught a 1 in the dormitory league final.
terest is registered.
England colleges.

Frosh Runners Meet
Rough Test Friday Riflemen

Face Improved Frosh
Western Teams To Face Higgins

Phi Kap Clinches Southern Title
In Intramural Football Scramble

Maine Is Ready
After Bruising
Wildcat Tussle
Br BEN TUCKER

Still undefeated and unscored
upon after last week end's 0-0
battle at New Hampshire,
Maine's Black Bears are working hard to get in shape for this
Saturday's home tilt with Art
Valpey's fine Connecticut team.
A victory for Maine would mean
the Yankee Conference title.
Kick-off time is 1:30 p.m.
Maine linemen, Red Breen and Win
Brown, who received injuries in the
Wildcat tussle, will probably be ready
for the Huskies this Saturday.
Connecticut was defeated by the
Black Bears last year, 16-7, at Storrs.
The Maine eleven, despite injuries to
key men. scored all its points in the
final quarter to i.'in. Win Brown, if
you recall, booted a field goal to put
Maine ahead, 10-7, whereupon a pass
interception led to the final touchdown.
Ueonns Trounced Nelson's Team
Art Valpey's squad this season has
won two games and lost one. The
Nutmeggers won their opener against
Dave Nelson's Delaware club, 27-14.
This would seem to indicate that the
UConn eleven is a pretty fair ball
club. Comparative scores, however,
don't seem to mean much. Connecticut
beat Delaware, Delaware took Lehigh.
Lehigh trimmed Williams. and Williams defeated Connecticut, 7-6.
The Nutmeggers will be banking
on their "Poison Ivy. Inc." (as the
Connecticut combination of Iry Panciera and Joey Bettencourt were
tagged recently in the Hartford
Courant). Panciera, the rubber-armed
quarterback, last year completed 47
passes in 106 tries and punted 16
times for a 36.5 average. This season
Panciera has demonstrated that he
can also run with the ball.
Big Gil Anderson Improves
Another running improvement is
big Gil Anderson, 200-pound fullback,
who wasn't very effective last year,
but ran 44 yards in the opener in
eight tries. The Huskies' forward
wall is really rugged with men like
Frattaroli. Papantones, and Kripas
still around.
Maine is expected to be in good
condition for the tussle. Hard-driving
Gordon Pendleton will probably see
plenty of action along with quarterbacks Sturgeon and Novick.
The Black Bears, who did not open
up last week against New Hampshire,
are expected to move with their aerial
attack. McCann and Bogdanovich
will be the inside and outside threats
for Westerman's squad.

Intramural Contest
Set For Homecoming
At the request of Alumni Secretary Donald V. Taverner, the
intramural football championship game between the dormitory and the fraternity league
winners will be played at 9:30
a.m. on Homecoming Day.
The request was made to Hal
Woodbury, assistant professor of
physical education and faculty
director of intramural football.
The intramural game will take
the place of a contest usually held
on the morning of Homecoming
Day b, the frosh football team.
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Open House Is Held
Overstreet Gets University R.O.T.C. Women's Dorms At
Canterbury House
Has 'Career' Men
Ovation From
Elect Officers
Student Body
For New Year

Two ctL ran Itrir) men, both noncommissioned officers assigned to the
Military Department here at the UniTelling those in his audience over versity, have just reenlisted for an- .Annual elections have been held in
25 years of age to "go home," Prof. other three years, according to 1st. the women's dormitories.
Lt. John D. Furkey, Public InformaSouth Estabrooke: president, NanHarry A. Overstreet, speaker at the tion Officer of
the R.O.T.C.
cy
Pike; vice president, Trudy Wyyear's second assembly, addressed the
Corp. Thomas Boyko, 21, of Pea- man; secretary, Joan Reed; treasurer,
younger generation on "Working Out body, Mass., recently completed nine
Carol Prentiss; social chairman, Peggy
a Working Philosophy."
and one-half months service in Korea Given; fire chief, Jean Stevens;
din"There is great grandeur in having and SFC Delbert H. Spinney saw ing room chairman, Virginia Norton.
action in the Mediterranean and Euroyour own philosophy," he told his
North Estabrooke: president, Barpean Theatres in World War II.
bara Bornheimer ; vice president, Mary
audience; "then you've got a standing Corporal Boyko is beginning his
secpoint and you know where you're go- ond three year tour and Sergeant Field; secretary, Catherine Howe;
treasurer, Marie Oakman; social
Spinney his eighth.
chairman,
Jean Grindle; dining room
Prof. Overstreet received a hearty
Corporal Boyko served with the 90th chairman, Gladys
Armstrong; fire
ovation from the student body.
Field Artillery Ba. of the 25th Infan- chief, Frances Gunn.
Referring to adolescence as "the try Division through the "Pusan
Colvin: president, Patricia Coyne;
great time for philosophy-making, not Perimeter" in the hectic first days of
taking," he classified it as one in a the war. He received the "Synghman vice president, Charlotte Troubh ; secseries of life's levels, at each of which Rhee Presidential Citation" and the retary, Janet Oliver; treasurer, Mary
one is expected to do and become cer- American "Presidential Citation" in Bayliss; social chairman, Dorris
Mayne; dining room chairman, Jane
tain things. The adolescent's problem. the course of his service in Korea.
Noyes; fire chief, Jeanette Hovey.
between the ages of 15 and 25, is to
Sergeant Spinney, 41, of Danforth,
Balentine: president, Joan Blancreate his own life, with no more tak- Maine, has been in the Army for 21
ing over of whole patterns of thinking years and 9 months. During World chard; vice president, Glenice Bates;
and living from his parents or teach- War II, as a member of the 68th secretary, Margaret Payton; treasurer,
ers. "Adolescence is a sinister period— CA AA Regiment, 9th AA group, Joyce Hobbs; social chairmen; Cynpoppa doesn't like this," Prof. Over- Sergeant Spinney participated in five thia Cowan, Marilyn Vaughn; dining room chairman, Rita Porter; fire
street said.
campaigns from Sicily to the Po Val"To be oneself in life is not the easi- ley in the Mediterranean Theater and chief, Isabella Fraser.
The Elms: president, Isabelle
est thing in the world," he explained. then took part in the occupation of
One has three things to accomplish, in Germany. Among other decorations Stearns; vice president, Clare Gooch:
treasurer, Mary Small; secretary,
order to be "a live-with-able person." he was awarded the Bronze Star.
Faye Irish: social chairman for guests,
First, Prof. Overstreet pointed out.
Irene Morin; social chairman for
a person must achieve a skill, in order
parties, Lorraine Skolfield ; fire wardto make his contribution to the work
en, Shirley Hawley; dietitian, Phyllis
of the world, as well as for his own
Bean.
psychic well-being. Second, he must
achieve an "empathetic imagination."
Dean Mark R. Shibles of the School
the ability to put himself in another's of Education, issued the following
place and know what's going on inside. statement this week:
Last, and as a result of the previous
"The Teacher Placement Bureau
two, he must achieve a knowledge of has arranged the following schedule
what's worth-while in life, his own for all seniors who plan to make use
PORTABLE
"standing point."
of its services for the 1952 session.
TYPEWRITERS
But. "Don't think because it's to be "Seniors enrolled in the School of
yours you should think it all out with Education will meet with Dean
A complete line of office
your own little head," warned the Shibles Oct. 24, at 4 p.m. in Room 6,
equipment and student;
speaker. If you do, your philosophy is South Stevens.
supplies
likely to be no more than "a bundle "Seniors enrolled in other colleges
18 Post Office Sq. Tel. 2331
of callow opinions, platitudes and prej- will enroll with their respective deudices." It must be the result of broad partment heads early in November.
reading and thought.

Former Maine Annex Set
To Become Jet Air Base

The new Canterbury House held an
Open House Wednesday from 7 to 9
p.m. The program was under the
supervision of the parish council of
St. James Episcopal Church of Old
Town.

The former Maine Annex. once
home for many of today's senior men,
is now in the big money class.
The Navy Department reportedly
plans to spend $20,140,000 on the air
station
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BILLY IleCANN
For his work against New Hampshire

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

NILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647

BEN SKLAR

Bangor Office Supply,

German Society Elects
Harriman President

•

Zipper Trouble?
We repair and replaee zippers
on any garment. sleeping.
bags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relinings.
ZIPPERS FOR SALE.

SKLAR'S
Delicatessen
& Creamery

117 .-!..te•

Ifouri
ior a,azZazi,„.4.,
UU1PAL

RAZORSint
MADE FOR
YOUR cati

Ilarsgstr. N111..

PELS

SANDWICHES

Men's Clothing
Repair Shop

TO TAKE OUT

CO-EDS—you do not have to freeze to go to
the football game, Ben Sk!ur has the coat

Rancor
20 Hammond st.
(over Cars Electr. Shop)

to keep you warm, and the Alaskan sheep-

• II

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
lient,41Sales — Service

Keylor Typewriter Exchange
7 Park St., Bangor

Phone 9701

20

br59?

10 for 394 • 6 for 254

lined boots to keep your feet warm. We
have them in all colors, and moderate prices.

PAL Double or Single Edge
• also
In Cleor•Yiew Zips& with mod
blade vaults

44 for 984 • 21 for 494 • 10 for 254
—1111,0 /WNW BREAD--

Regular packing, 4 for 104
lel Double Edge GOLD THIN—some low prices

The Bread with the old style flavor

Nissen's:Bakery Products

PA Vourgestgidag,Bor
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The recipient of this award is entitled to

Shibles Announces
PlacementSchedule

John T. Quinn, Penobscot County
a:torney, is today's speaker in the
Maine Government class at 1:45 p.m.
in 22 Wingate. His subject will be
Gertrude E. Harriman has been "The Office of County Attorney."
named president of the Deutscher
Verein, German scholastic honor society at the University of Maine.
Other new officers are vice president, Cynthia Cowan; secreary, Ann
Grumley : treasurer, Nancy Ann
Schott.
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